WHY IS IT DIFFERENT THIS TIME?
Why the removal of the four Snake River dams is a feasible and necessary action to save wild salmon
For nearly two decades, conservation and fishing groups have gone to court challenging illegal
federal agency plans that have failed to protect threatened and endangered Snake River salmon. In
those 20 years, five federal plans have been declared illegal by three different federal judges,
including the most recent plan which was rejected in May of this year. During this entire time, these
regional and national stakeholders and many others – Native American tribes, state and federal
scientists, and business leaders – have been urging the agencies to develop a plan to remove the four
lower Snake River dams, the single biggest action we can take to restore the salmon. Further, the
removal of those dams would not only aid salmon, it would be a boon for the communities, the
regional economy and Pacific Northwest culture.
Remarkably, the federal government agrees this is the best option for the salmon and has said so: in
its 2000 Plan the government said, “breaching the four lower Snake River dams would provide more
certainty of long-term survival and recovery than would other measures.” But the government did not
take this step then and in each new iteration of the plan since, the agencies have found one excuse
after another to avoid serious consideration of dam removal.
So why is it different this time? Why does the most recent court decision rejecting yet another failed
salmon plan present the region and the country with a unique opportunity to get it right, to restore a
free-flowing lower Snake River by removing four expensive and outdated dams?
The answer is simple: The context for a decision about dam removal is dramatically different in very
fundamental ways today than it was the last time the agencies looked at this issue in 2000. Consider
the following:




The most recent court ruling rejected the foundation for prior salmon plans. The Court’s
decision in May of this year dismantled the paradigm of trying to restore endangered Snake
River salmon without considering major modification or removal of some dams. Today,
despite having spent some $15 billion on federal salmon recovery in the Columbia Basin, not
one species has recovered. As the Court said, “These efforts have already cost billions of
dollars, yet they are failing. Many populations of the listed species continue to be in a perilous
state.” This time, the government must change course and develop a plan that will not
appreciably impede or delay salmon recovery. Tinkering around the edges of dam operations
and hoping to mitigate for their impacts in other areas like habitat restoration may be
fine for maintaining status quo river operations, but it will not give salmon a fair shot at
survival and recovery.
The federal agencies must address the effects of climate change on salmon survival and
recovery. Since 2000, our scientific understanding of the effects of climate change on our
remaining salmon has advanced tremendously. These effects are not abstract or speculative:
in 2015 some of the earliest and hottest weather on record produced warm river temperatures
that killed more than 90 percent of all adult sockeye salmon returning to the Columbia Basin.
For the most endangered species – Snake River sockeye which already are at dangerously







low levels – only a few dozen adults returned to their spawning grounds in Idaho out of more
than 500,000 baby sockeye that left to migrate downstream a few years earlier. That’s a
return rate of one one-hundredth of one percent! As the climate warms, the salmon disaster of
2015 is likely to occur again unless we make significant changes in dam and river operations.
In May, the Court told the federal agencies in the clearest terms that they need to build
climate resilience into their plan for protecting salmon - including specific mitigation actions.
One of the most effective steps is to restore a free flowing lower Snake River so adults and
baby salmon can move more quickly through this crucial stretch of river that currently
consists of four lethally warm slackwater reservoirs and four salmon killing dams.
The Northwest Does Not Need the Electricity Generated by the Four Lower Snake
River Dams. Since 2000, the Northwest electric grid has changed dramatically. We now
have two and one-half times as much new, renewable energy generation up and running as
all four lower Snake River dams produce in a year. And we have achieved energy savings
many times the production of these dams through conservation and efficiency. In fact the
Northwest Power Council has concluded that the Northwest has an electrical generation
surplus and can meet expected load growth through at least 2030 with energy efficiency
and planned new renewable energy. And more new renewable energy projects in the final
stages of permitting and approval in the Northwest alone exceed the power generated by
these four dams. In fact, according to the Northwest Power Council, there are 1,500 average
megawatts (aMW) of renewables in final permitting and approval, and 2,500 aMW already
in operation versus about 1,000 aMW produced by the four Lower Snake River dams.
Replacing the power from these dams with carbon-free, salmon-friendly, renewable energy
is both technically feasible and cost-effective.
Our endangered Puget Sound orcas depend on Columbia Basin chinook salmon. Since
2000 our scientific understanding of the food sources on which endangered Puget Sound
orcas depend has greatly increased. We now know that each year these whales leave Puget
Sound in the winter and travel south along the coast feeding and – if all goes well – fattening
themselves for survival and reproduction. But all is not going well. Scientists say these orcas
are “nutritionally stressed,” starving in plain language. These same scientists have said that
historically orcas would spend weeks each winter feeding on adult chinook salmon in the
Pacific, especially off the mouth of the Columbia. They have concluded that one of the
biggest factors affecting orca nutrition is the tremendous decline in chinook salmon coming
out of the Columbia/Snake River basin. For millennia, the Snake River and its tributaries
produced well over half these chinook. To save the orca, we must rebuild healthy populations
of Snake River salmon -- and to do that, we have to restore the lower Snake River by
removing the four dams.
The four Lower Snake River dams are money losers for both tax- and bill payers. Since
2000, use of the lower Snake River to transport goods by barge has declined by more than
70% while the costs of maintaining the aging infrastructure of the lower Snake River dams
has skyrocketed and will continue to climb, costing hundreds of millions of dollars as more
and more parts of these dams need to be replaced. Today American taxpayers and Northwest
billpayers that support the operation and maintenance of these dams get back less than a half
dollar for every dollar they invest in the dams. Shippers on the lower Snake navigation
system pay only 15 cents for every dollar spent on this system – a huge tax and bill-payer





subsidy. For years, shippers have increasingly turned to rail to transport goods to market
because it delivers them more quickly and efficiently. By continuing to expand our rail
networks, we can keep our Inland Empire farm communities healthy and growing without
destroying the remaining salmon.
Proof that restoring rivers recovers salmon. Since 2000 our experience with dam removal
has grown many-fold. From small dams like Savage Rapids on the Rogue River, to larger
dams on the White Salmon and Sandy Rivers, to dams like those on the Elwha, we have
learned a great deal both about how to remove dams and what happens once we do. The main
lesson is dam removal works. It restores rivers and it brings fish back – faster and more
successfully than even the scientists anticipated. To be sure, dam removal requires careful
technical planning but removing the four dams on the lower Snake River is no longer
unprecedented. It is a proven way to restore a river. With proper planning, we can accomplish
something truly extraordinary – the restoration of over 140 miles of a free-flowing Snake
River, opening up access to many thousands of miles of pristine salmon spawning habitat and
rebuilding healthy populations of wild Snake River salmon and steelhead.
All our remaining Snake River salmon are still in critical condition. One thing that has
not changed since 2000 is the perilous condition of our remaining Snake River salmon
populations which hover dangerously close to extinction. Despite spending billions of dollars
on salmon restoration in the Snake and Columbia basin, including hundreds of millions of
dollars to jerry-rig expensive contraptions to get baby salmon downstream past the dams, a
2007 joint analysis by federal, state and tribal scientists concluded that over 70% of humancaused mortality to these fish is associated with upstream or downstream passage through
these dams and reservoirs. For more than 20 years, the Northwest Power Council has said we
need sustained return rates of 2% to 4% for salmon survival and 4% to 6% to move towards
recover. And for that same 20-plus year period, the return rates for wild Snake River salmon
have largely hovered between 0.5% and 1% -- far below what we need to achieve for wild
salmon to survive and thrive into the future.

We have a unique, once-in-a-generation opportunity to restore a healthy river and bring back our salmon
from the brink of extinction. Don’t let anyone tell you they’ve seen this movie before and know how it
ends. It’s our story to write. It’s time for the four dams on the lower Snake River to go and for our salmon
to come home – to a free-flowing and healthy Snake River.
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